Happiness IS... "It's a feeling of joy and contentment."

By: Pinewood Elementary School (K-Kids)
What is Happiness?
Happiness
Happiness is ART
Happy music!
Happiness is Baking!
It's good to be happy because, well because you should just be HAPPY!!

Don't worry, be HAPPY

Allyson Andoluz
happiness is having fun with friends.
Happiness is the joy, laughter, and smiles.

By: Ferdousy Ahmed
Happiness is fishing with my Dad.
Be Happy!

Happiness is Volleyball

Happiness is Peace

Happiness is Friends

Happiness is Family
Hoot Hoot Hoot

HAPPINESS!
Happiness is the best thing in the world!!

Audrey
Happy

from: Samantha Estrada
Chloe C.
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Happy Days!
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Yoade Li's color

SMILE